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Type (Language) 


�� Subject     
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Lecture in English 
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Media and Japan �English	             ��������	
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���� Instructor(s)  �!" Schedule 

#$ %& Satoko Kurita �� '(�)*+,- Fall, Mon. 9-10 periods 
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Objectives 
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To think about and get an insight into Japanese culture and social 

climate through media, and to express own opinions in English 

through discussions and group presentations. 
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Manner of Assessment 

KbNc���d.ef.ghi 
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This course will offer both International students and Japanese students an opportunity to discuss Japanese society 

and culture in English. Media content and process of communication are a primary source for us to understand culture 

and society of a given country. In this course, students will get an insight into Japanese culture and society, as well as 

their psychological tendencies, through various forms of media, such as newspapers, television, film and the Internet. 

���
� Syllabus� 

[ 1 \ G*L]^_`a*b%&'(cde Introduction -f Outline of Japanese Media  

[ 2 \ g �hie Journalism and freedom of expression 

[ 3 \ +CD;Bj�8	
bkle Japanese culture and society on television in the past 

[ 4 \ +CD;Bj�8	
bmne Japanese culture and society on television in recent years 

[ 5 \ op;Bj�8	
e Japanese culture and society in magazines 

[ 6 \ @A;Bj�8	
e Japanese culture and society in newspaper 

[ 7 \ EF;Bj�8	
���e Japanese culture in films 

[ 8 \ EF;Bj�8	
���e Japanese society in films 

[ 9 \ qr;Bj�8	
���e Japanese culture in advertisements 

[ 10 \ qr;Bj�8	
���e Japanese society in advertisements 

[ 11 \ G*HIJKL�ste Development of the Internet 

[ 12 \ G*HIJKL�uve Influence of the Internet 

[ 13 \ %&'(�wxe Media and popular culture in Japan 

[ 14 \ yzI{C|*+`a*e Group presentations (subjects will be discussed ) 

[ 15 \ {C|*+I`a*}~���e Evaluation review 

[ 16 \f C�IL��f Report Submission  
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